
THERE IS AN EARTHQUAKE!

SECURE YOUR PERSONAL SAFETY!

you are at homeyou are on campus you are outing

After the shaking subsides, 
1. Make sure you are safe.
2. Rescue people.
When “Tsunami Warning” or 
“Tsunami advisory” is issued,
3. Evacuate 4th floor or above 

on campus.
When lectures and exams will 
be canceled,
4. Review the transportation 

situation and consider how 
to go home.
(If it finds difficult to go 
home, stay at the 
university and follow the 
instructions at that time.)

5. Register for ANPIC
6. Stay informed by ANPIC

（A magnitude-6 earthquake hit Mie.）

After the shaking subsides, 
1. Make sure you are safe.
2. Access accurate the 

disaster information.
3. Make sure neighbors are 

safe.
4. Rescue people  as 

necessary.
5. Obtain accurate 

information by emergency 
organizations.

When “Tsunami Warning” or 
“Tsunami advisory” is issued,
6. Follow the government 

instructions.
7. Register for ANPIC
8. Stay informed by ANPIC

After the shaking subsides, 
1. Make sure you are safe.
2. Relocate in immediate 

danger.
3. Access accurate the 

disaster information.
4. Make sure neighbors are 

safe.
5. Rescue people  as 

necessary.
6. Follow the building 

manager.
When “Tsunami Warning” or 
“Tsunami advisory” is issued,
7. Follow the government 

instructions.
8. Register for ANPIC
9. Stay informed by ANPIC

In case of

https://anpic-mie-u.jecc.jp/mie-u/login/
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WHEN “TSUNAMI WARNING” OR “TSUNAMI ADVISORY” IS ISSUED,

CONFIRM THE NECESSITY OF EVACUATION!

you are at homeyou are on campus you are outing

1. Stop all work and 
immediately initiate an 
evacuation.
①Go to 4th or more floors 
of designated meeting site.
②Register with your 
student ID at evacuated 
site.
③Register for ANPIC.
④Stay in place until the 
tsunami warning are 
canceled.

2. After alarm release, get 
home or secondary 
evacuation.
(Follow the instructions at 
that time.)

1. In an area without the threat 
of tsunami,
①Stay in a safe place.
②Register for ANPIC.
③Access accurate the 
disaster information.

2. In an area with the threat of 
tsunami,
①Go to designated meeting 
site by the government.
② Do not use cars
③Stop the supply for gas 
and electricity leaks.
④Register for ANPIC.

3. Stay informed by ANPIC.

※Have a personal preparedness 
plan and disaster supplies kit.

1. In an area without the 
threat of tsunami,
①Stay in a safe place.
②Register for ANPIC.
③Access accurate the 
disaster information.

2. In an area with the threat of 
tsunami,
①Go to designated 
meeting site by the 
government.
② Do not use cars
③Register for ANPIC.

3. Stay informed by ANPIC.

Criterion of Tsunami
Location：Nankai Trough
Magnitude：6 or more
Depth：100km or less

In case of
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WHEN “EMERGENCY WARNING” IS ISSUED,

FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS FROM THE UNIVERSITY

you are at homeyou are on campus you are outing

Know what to do “in case of 
emergency”.
1. The dean  decide school 

closures when 
there is a risk of flood 
warning being issued and 
affecting public 
transportation.

2. If it finds difficult to go 
home, stay at the university 
and follow the instructions 
at that time.

※Avoid secondary disasters on 
the way home 

Know what to do “in case of 
emergency”.
1. If the storm warning is still in 

effect as of 6:00AM, school 
will be closed in the morning.

2. If the storm warning is still in 
effect as of 10:00AM, school 
will be also closed in the 
afternoon.

※Keep informed:
Check the Web and 
instructions from UNIPA or 
ANPIC.

※Have a personal preparedness 
plan and disaster supplies kit.

Know what to do “in case of 
emergency”.
1. If the school closures will 

be notified on the way to 
school, go home as soon 
as possible.
If it finds difficult to go 
home, stay a safe place.
（Register for ANPIC.）

2. In other cases
①Go home as soon as 
possible.
②If it finds difficult to go 
home, follow the 
government instructions.
③Register for ANPIC.

※Keep informed : Check  the 
Web and instructions from 
UNIPA or ANPIC.

In case of
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FLOODING INFORMATION OF NEIGHBORING RIVERS WAS ANNOUNCED,

CONFIRM THE NECESSITY OF EVACUATION!

you are at homeyou are on campus you are outing

1. Assumption
①The Shitomo-river 
overflowed
②The storm surge
③Because of the heavy 
rain our campus was 
flooded

2. Emergency Response
①Evacuate if instructed by 
authorities..
②Register with your 
student ID at evacuated 
site.
③Register for ANPIC.
④Stay in place until the 
warning are canceled.
⑤Get home after alarm 
release.

1. Assumption
There is a boarding house 
included in flooded area 
of the hazard map.

2. Emergency Response
①Follow the government 
instructions.
②Register for ANPIC.
③Keep informed : Check  
the Web and instructions 
from UNIPA or ANPIC.

※Have a personal preparedness 
plan and disaster supplies kit.

1. Assumption
In other cases.

1. Emergency Response
①Listen to the news for 
weather updates and
instructions from public 
officials.
②Follow the government 
instructions.
③Let your family know you 
are safe.
④Register for ANPIC.
⑤Keep informed : Check  
the Web and instructions 
from UNIPA or ANPIC.

In case of
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